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Optimizing media in Premiere CC2015

The Sequence settings in Premiere show in one window how the application will behave.
Go to File>New>Sequence

FCP7’s “Easy setups” are Premiere’s “Editing modes”.  AVID, FCPX or Premiere can handle any kind of media. The
software and hardware will switch between them at the click of your mouse. Or that’s what they advertise…
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Understanding sequence settings can make the difference between struggling through your days or having a smooth
experience.
Related to this is the connection speed to your media drives, the performance of those drives and correct media
locations, see below. Read this post about a system’s audio & video hardware settings.

In 2009 when FCP7 came out, DSLR shooting took off and these newer cameras had one thing in common: they
used long-GOP codecs to store media files on slow photography cards.  It took about 5 years until cameras started to
come out that shoot I-frame codecs. (Quality at the expense of taking up a bit more room). In the meantime the NLE
companies had to fake what they called “native performance”, it usually involved transcoding in the background (AVID
& FCPX) or in Premiere’s case it builds cache files in the background. After import playback is usually stuttery and
audio drops out, but if you let it sit for a while, playback becomes smoother.
You can avoid this behavior by using I-Frame codecs with approved sampling rates of 16/24 bit 48k.
In Premiere this is called: “using the media file as the preview file” 
If you can match the mediafile’s settings in part 1 & 2 of the sequence settings,
you’ll have no yellow render line on your timeline. (save as preset for later)

FCP7 worked only with I-Frame codecs, long-GOP codecs like H264 (used in
most DSLRS) and XDCAM (used by most Sony cameras) had to first be
transcoded to I-Frame. (we did DVCPRO-HD)
In Premiere on WIN> PRORES Quicktime can’t be used at all, because it is a
Mac-only format. (Apple will not license it to Adobe)
We also use P2 cameras or shoot with KiPro or Samurai to avoid transcoding altogether.
Other I-Frame codecs are:
DVCPRO-HD in MXF wrapper (the file structure on P2 cards)
DVCPRO-HD in Quicktime wrapper
PRORES >Any flavor (Mac only)
AVID DNxHD MXF (Adobe licensed for both Mac & PC)
AVID DNxHD in Quicktime wrapper
AVC-intra MXF (Mac & PC)
AVI (windows only)

Conclusion:
No changes where made to the Media Cache Database in the 2015 update. For best results use a local SSD,
definitely not the default location on the startup disk!
Adobe might still change this “Do I point all machines to the same folder for the Media Cache Database?” “Right
now I suggest you use local media cache database locations. We hope to have additional work done in our upcoming
release that is optimized to use shared media cache database locations>Peter Garaway, Adobe, Oct 2014″.
Test disk speed WIN MAC

So here are the 7 Scratch Disk settings for a shared Premiere project:
File> Project Settings
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Edit > Preferences > Media
Both should be local, preferably on a 3rd drive. Unfortunately that means that in a shared project setup the Cache
files will get regenerated when you open the project in another room. Until Adobe gets it’s act together this is just how
it is. Check the “Write XMP ID” box for a better database experience.
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